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Introduction
There was a comparatively small number of entries this series. All of the candidates were
re-taking the paper and this was reflected in performances. In Section A, the most popular
choice of text was Romeo and Juliet, closely followed by Macbeth, whilst, in Section B,
the vast majority of candidates answered on Of Mice and Men. A handful of candidates
answered questions 4, 6, 8 or 10.
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Question 1
Performances followed a familiar pattern. Most candidates were able to answer the 1 (a)
question on character with considerable success. Mercutio was seen as ‘angry’, ‘humorous’,
‘brave’ and ‘loyal’ with most candidates supporting their points in well-constructed PEE
chains and some observing how his tone changed once fatally wounded.
(b) The better answers commented on the relationship between Romeo, showing guilt, and
Mercutio, showing anger, bitterness or disappointment. The most successful candidates
focused on facial expression and tone of voice as well as physical movement and
positioning.
(c) This remains the least well done of all three questions in Section B. Candidates should
leave time to answer it, making sure they discuss just one other part of the play and
follow guidance given in previous reports (CRISP). The vast majority of responses
went to either the start or the end of the play, or the party scene. With scene one,
better responses argued this set the feud at the centre of the play from the start. It
showed how deep it was as even the servants were fighting, it led to the Prince’s ban
on fighting (and the plot consequences of this) and several excellent candidates quoted
Tybalt saying he hates peace, then reflected on his character’s role within the feud.
Candidates that took the party scene tended to focus on Tybalt’s character and the plot
consequences, whereas candidates that took the final scene usually linked the theme of
the feud to the theme of love and discussed how love ended the feud.
This response gained maximum marks for all sections.
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Examiner Comments

The character answer shows understanding, the candidate
clearly visualises the scene in the performance answer and
there are points about character and plot in the answer to (c).

Examiner Tip

Manage time effectively to write a
full response to question c.
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Question 2
(a) Candidates generally understood this scene well and had lots to say about Lady
Macbeth. Most popular answers covered, ‘evil’, ‘wants to be a man’, and ‘power hungry’.
Some answers compared her speech here to some of the things the witches say earlier,
and some stronger candidates pointed out that she is two-faced and manipulative to
get what she wants. Answers were well backed up by quotations and many candidates
attempted to explain the quotations by focusing on key words.
(b) Most candidates began by focusing their performance suggestions on showing the
love between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, then having her step away from him as her
mind starts to dwell on the plan. They just stopped short of suggesting how this could
foreshadow the collapse of their relationship but it was implied in several responses.
Although many suggestions remain clumsy, exaggerated and often absurd, candidates
were much better this year at giving reasons and explaining effects on the audience.
(c) The theme of cruelty seemed to give a lot of scope for students to stretch themselves.
Weaker candidates chose straightforward acts of cruelty such as the killing of Macduff’s
family or Banquo, or the actual murder of Duncan. Stronger candidates took a much
more subtle approach, looking at Lady Macbeth’s taunting of Macbeth’s manhood to
make him do what she wanted, or the witches’ original meddling in Macbeth’s life
and what that led to. This allowed candidates to explore the characters and how they
responded to the act of cruelty and the overall consequences, with several discussing
Shakespeare’s ideas about women and cruelty.
This response was awarded full marks for (a) and (b) and just edged into band 3 for (c).
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Examiner Comments

Clear, supported points are made in answer to
(a); each line is considered in the performance
answer; the (c) response tells us what we learn
about the characters involved in the chosen scene.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you allow enough time for a substantial
answer to (c), which is worth 10 marks.
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Question 7
(a) Candidates generally wrote confidently about Lennie, mainly focusing on his childlike
behaviour and his dependence on George. Many candidates interpreted his offer to go
and live in a cave as kindness – caring about George and not wanting to burden him –
whilst the better candidates recognised a more manipulative side to the character, again
comparing him to a child that threatens to run away. A lot of students recognised animal
imagery in the way he crawled around the fire and compared his need to be close to
George as the way a dog needs to be close to his master.
(b) The two main things that candidates picked out about George were his short temper/
frustration, shown by short, harsh sentences, ‘Whatta you want?’ and his ability to
recognise when he’s gone too far, shown by the adverbs, ‘quickly’ and ‘searchingly’.
Others identified that he cares for Lennie really, and behaves like a father to him –
although these responses rarely mentioned language features directly. Successful
responses identified adverbs, short sentences, harsh language, questions, and certain
key words.
(c) Staying together. By far the best responses for this question focused on the part where
Lennie, George and Candy agree to collaborate. These responses often covered the
context of migrant workers and the American dream successfully. They discussed the
characters of the three people in this scene and what staying together would mean
to them, and they were able to place this scene structurally as the high point of the
novel. Other responses covered Candy losing his dog, and Curley’s wife staying with
Curley, although these responses often forgot context and sometimes invented scenes
that didn’t occur in the novel. This question remains challenging for students who have
to identify and comment on a single relevant scene whilst interpreting ‘importance’ and
including relevant reference to context.
This response scored a band 3 mark for all three sections.
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Examiner Comments

This is an efficient response where the
candidate has spent sufficient time on
all three questions.
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Examiner Tip

Remember that the (b) question requires
you to focus on language, even though it
might refer to a specific character.

Question 11
11) This required candidates to write an article on respect. Many candidates had strong
opinions on this topic. Some tended to follow the bullet points and use them almost as
sub headings to divide their article into three parts. However, quite a few candidates
addressed deeper issues in society such as respect for people of different race/religion/
sexual orientation. One or two linked the topic to current events quite successfully. The
majority of responses to this question fell into band 4 or band 5 with paragraphing and
punctuation handled accurately.
This response was awarded band 5 marks for all assessment objectives.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate argues the case in
a structured and thoughtful way.
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Examiner Tip

Plan your response, preferably
in paragraphs.

Question 12
(12) Candidates were required to write the text of a speech about making the most of
school life. Candidates generally seemed to be more comfortable writing in the
format of a speech with the majority addressing their audience directly, opening and
closing appropriately, and using features such as rhetorical questions to engage their
audience. Candidates have clearly been taught persuasive language features very
well. As for the actual content, most students were able to reflect on their time in
school and come up with a range of sensible suggestions, from listening in class to
joining out of school activities. Many adopted a mature tone, presuming they were
speaking to much younger students, and many used colloquialisms, reflecting the fact
that they were talking to peers. There were a large number of band 5 responses for
this question for AOi/ii, although a large number of students tended to forget about
regular paragraphing.
This response was awarded marks in band 5.
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Examiner Comments

This is clearly written with its audience in
mind and is reasonably well organised.
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Examiner Tip

Be fully aware of your audience
when writing a speech.

Paper Summary
There are signs that the (a) questions in both sections A and B are being approached with
assurance and confidence by most candidates. The more successful candidates are able to
meet the challenges of the language question in Section B, and have clearly benefited from
word – and phrase – level analysis, whilst many candidates would benefit from a structured
approach to answering the performance question in Section A. Answers to (c) questions
in both Reading sections show improvement when candidates adopt CRISP, or something
similar, as a helpful framework.
Successful candidates manage their time effectively and complete all sections of the paper.
Writing responses clearly benefit from being carefully planned and checked for accuracy.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
• Use a structured approach to answer the performance question in Section A
• Use word and phrase level analysis in the language question in Section B
• A framework such as CRISP may help in the Reading sections
• Carefully plan and check your writing response for accuracy.
Candidates must manage their time carefully so that all questions are answered.
Suggested guidelines are:
Sections A and B
Question a) 7 marks, 8 minutes
Question b) 7 marks, 8 minutes
Question c) 10 marks, 12 minutes
Section C
48 marks, 45 minutes

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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